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Abstract

dominated by the target speech. Previous studies have used relatively simple DNN architectures and input features [9, 10]. The
recent research conducted at Sheffield has demonstrated that incorporation of pitch-related features in a long short term memory (LSTM) network is capable of learning long-term dependencies which is particular effective when the background noise
is not stationary as in daily listening environments [8]. In the
subsequent spectral contrast enhancement, the time-frequency
components belonging to a same source are processed coherently. This could include not just enhancing the spectral contrast for the target speech, but also reducing the spectral contrast. Such a method is analogous to reducing the depth of field
of a lens in photography, thus emphasising the target subject
while de-emphasising the background.
The aim of this study is to determine the benefit of the
proposed deep learning methods on speech intelligibility for
hearing-impaired listeners. The objectives include:

Hearing-impaired (HI) listeners have great difficulty in understanding speech when there is noise, music, or people talking in the background. Despite of some advances that have been
made in the field, current algorithms adopted in modern hearing
aids have had limited success in improving speech intelligibility, as background noise is amplified along with people’s voice
of interest. Previously many studies [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] have focused
on enhancing spectral contrast of sound in order to increase
speech intelligibility in noise. These techniques typically employ a digital processing method for altering spectral contrast –
the difference in amplitude between spectral peaks and valleys.
However, the effects of such processing are usually small (for
example, [4] report a relative improvement of 8% in intelligibility for one set of parameters only at a signal-to-masker ratio of
-6 dB, but not higher).
One of the reasons that such methods are not very effective
is that spectral contrast is enhanced without distinguishing target speech from background noise. Such blind processing does
not necessarily improve auditory grouping, a likely process listeners use to organise sound mixtures into auditory streams belonging to individual sources. In some cases grouping cues may
be degraded by such processing [4].
Recently, machine learning methods that utilise a deep neural network (DNN) have shown breakthrough performance in
speech and language processing. DNNs can learn to identify the
spectro-temporal regions in which speech dominates the noise
(referred to as a “mask”)[6, 7, 8]. The speech-dominating parts
are amplified whereas those in which background noise dominates are discarded. Such noise-filtering methods have been
shown improved speech intelligibility for hearing-impaired listeners [9, 10].
There are two reasons, however, to believe that filtering out
all background noise may not be the optimal solution for improving speech intelligibility for hearing-aid users. First, improved signal-to-noise ratios do not necessarily translate into
improved speech intelligibility. Identification of reliable speech
regions is challenging in daily listening environments where
a large and variable number of sound sources are present,
and mislabelling of speech-dominating parts can often degrade
speech intelligibility. Second, even if we could perfectly filter
out the background noise, some of them are often desired to
which listeners might want to switch attention. For example,
when talking to someone at a train station, the listener might
also want to pay attention to the announcement in the background.
In this study we look beyond traditional spectral contrast
enhancement and propose an approach in which deep learning
is used to inform spectral contrast enhancement. At first, a DNN
based method is adopted to identify the spectro-temporal mask

• To measure the benefit of improved deep learning methods for speech masks estimation on speech intelligibility
for hearing-impaired listeners;
• To determine the effect of mask-informed spectral contrast enhancement.
We plan to conduct two sets of listening experiments. In the
first set of experiments, the estimated probabilistic mask will
be used to directly resynthesise enhanced signals, by weighting
time-frequency (T-F) bins accordingly before overlap-adding
signals over all frequencies. Three different DNNs will be used
including the state-of-the-art baseline system proposed in [10]
and two proposed systems [8]. In the second set of experiments,
the best performing mask estimation method from the first experiment will be selected and used to inform spectral contrast
enhancement. In this case spectral contrast enhancement is applied only to the T-F bins that are more likely to be dominated
by speech. The other T-F bins are left intact so that the background sound are not completely filtered out. The results will
be compared with those by direct resynthesis from the first set
of experiments.
We will measure the effect of such processing on speech
intelligibility by measuring the percent correct identification of
keywords in sentences presented in both speech-shaped noise
and a second talker. Two groups of listeners will be invited to take part in this experiment: normal-hearing listeners and hearing-impaired listeners. Two signal-to-masker ratios
(SMRs) will be used for each set of tests.
Index Terms: spectral contrast enhancement, deep learning,
hearing impairment, speech understanding in noise
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